In "Memory, Silence, and Democracy in Spain: Federico García Lorca, the Spanish Civil War, and the Law of Historical Memory," Maria Delgado explores the ways in which Lorca's death continues to influence the politics of memory in Spain. She traces the story of both Lorca's physical remains and his artistic legacy through General Francisco Franco's lengthy dictatorship and its aftermath to explore how the national imaginary continues to pursue a willingness to forget. She argues that Lorca was considered to be "non-grievable" (to use Judith Butler's terminology) during the Franco regime because to mourn his death would compromise the regime's narrative of the past. When Lorca's literary capital did come to be exploited, it was carefully curated and expurgated, such that he continued to be "contained" in a circumscribed form of sanctioned "Spain." Then, neither his political preferences nor his homosexuality was permitted to be discussed in any way. Spain's return to democracy following Franco's death in 1975 saw not a reconciliation with/of the past, but a further articulation of this politics of forgetting. This pacto del olvido (the pact of forgetting) continues to haunt Lorca's legacy. The specter of Lorca's body-its literal presence and absence, and the cultural commodification associated with his work-calls into question Spain's approach to the past, and even the concept of official memory itself.
Like Delgado, Christin Essin also addresses the materiality of performance in her essay, "Unseen Labor and Backstage Choreographies: A Materialist Production History of A Chorus Line." The ghosts in her materialist critique are the invisible workers who move scenery and operate lights behind the actors of long-running Broadway musicals like A Chorus Line. She pairs the production about trying to get work onstage with the actual work behind its scenes, without which there would be no performance. Yet, more than simply shining a spotlight on the work of these technicians, she charts the important transition in work practices that occurred during the lengthy run (and return) of A Chorus Line: the musical marks the shift to computerization in the industry. She interviews the electricians and technicians who worked on A Chorus Line to investigate their practices and what were then revolutionary changes in lighting management: the move from cumbersome lighting equipment (using what was known as the "piano board") to computerized lighting boards, the precursor to contemporary electronic lighting boards. Essin's essay charts what she calls an offstage "parallel choreography of counting rhythms in unison," an act that needs to be as precise as x / Theatre Journal each dancer's action. Combining conventional research materials with her account of the stagehands and electricians, Essin offers a thorough alternate performance text for this landmark musical.
The examination of A Chorus Line from this alternative perspective leads neatly to Donatella Galella's essay on another well-known American musical in "Redefining America, Arena Stage, and Territory Folks in a Multiracial Oklahoma!" She provides a history of Oklahoma!, in particular the mixed-race dynamics in the 1930 play by Lynn Riggs, which addresses indigenous dispossession quite differently from the more famous and celebratory 1943 Rodgers and Hammerstein vehicle. Galella interprets Molly Smith's production of Oklahoma! at Arena Stage in Washington, D.C., which deployed a multiracial approach to casting, in terms of what it sought to achieve, before exploring the further racial matters that its multiracial intentions brought to the surface. Arena's production, cast carefully and thoughtfully with a broad range of mixed-race performers, challenged the perceptions of race and the frontier that have come to be associated with the musical. In the process, Smith's Oklahoma! asked audiences to rethink their understandings of the American nation. Arena has committed to staging well-known musicals with multiracial casts, and Galella explores the implications of these decisions through the perspectives of three phases of symbolizing "America" onstage: multiracial, "whitened," and "post-racial" casting. Her analysis of contemporary racial politics astutely signals how the performing body continues to be crucial to understanding-and reimagining-race and American identity.
Claire Maria Chambers's essay, "Transcultural Consumption through a 'Queer' Narrative: Douglas Maxwell's Our Bad Magnet in Seoul," examines racial difference from quite a different angle than Galella's assessment of Oklahoma! Chambers argues that Choo Min Ju's production of Maxwell's Our Bad Magnet might appear to be best read as an intercultural performance, given that it is a Scottish text performed in Korea with certain adaptations made to suit its Korean audience, but the experience of its production by the Aga Company in the Daehangno district in Seoul proved to be a "queering" of interculturalism. For Chambers, Choo's production provides an opportunity for better understanding the experience of "transcultural consumption," which she explains as a force that destabilizes interculturalism and the cultural practices often associated with it. The mostly young and female audience members attending the production became, Chambers explains, "a raw resource" that Choo and the company "transculturally consumed according to their own commercial, artistic, and political interests." The essay examines audience demographics, social media, and cultural capital in contemporary Korea to argue the case for transcultural consumption. Aiming to broaden the effect of these critical interpretation tools, Chambers explores how the production acts to question assumptions about interculturalism, adaptation, gender, and sexuality in the contemporary Korean context. Following Chambers's rethinking of a Scottish piece in Korea through intercultural theory and its contemporary practice, the next essay refigures feminist performance and identification. Miriam Felton-Dansky's "Anonymous Is a Woman: The New Politics of Identification in Magical and Untitled Feminist Show" examines two performances at the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century that reposition feminist work from the 1960s and '70s. But rather than simply returning to the politics of earlier feminist performance, the more recent productions shift the focus on staging identity to preclude the personal. Anne Juren and Annie Dorsen's Magical and Young Jean Lee's Untitled Feminist Show stage an altered engagement with exposure. After tracing some of the history of feminist performance through glimpses of what these productions reprise, Felton-Dansky examines them in the context of feminism and identity today. She reconsiders the visibility and invisibility argument in the case of the feminist utopia that Untitled Feminist Show suggests where, in her words, "[t]he women are not interchangeable or easily replaced [but] the identities they inhabit onstage are." She extends her analysis beyond these two productions to other (international) contexts where anonymity and identity intersect, including, most notably, Pussy Riot. Drawing on body art and studies of pornography as much as on now-historical feminist performance techniques, she explores how Magical and Untitled Feminist Show ghost past performances, but strategically also perform more complex identity politics that are more suited to the present.
And to return to the beginning (or, in this case, The End), Jill Stevenson's essay, "Poised at the Threatening Edge: Feeling the Future in Medieval Last Judgment Performances," explores The End in examples of French and English medieval theatre. While she focuses on medieval theatre, she contextualizes her study by tracing the popularity of the Apocalypse in creative expression from very recent examples, back through time. Concentrating on the medieval tradition, including the fourteenth-century Middle French play Jour du Jugement (Play of Judgment), Coventry's Last Judgment play, the Towneley play, and others, she itemizes how the plays about Judgment Day were designed to exploit the anxiety, fear, and vulnerability that the Apocalypse conjured. Stevenson's analysis investigates the numerous sensual effects realized in performance to make this exploitation possible. She terms this performance of anxiety a dramaturgy of threat. In these plays, she finds an oscillation between present and future, such that she can chart the complex temporal and eschatological experience of staging a return that paradoxically offers a "reenacted future." Stevenson also explores the relationship in these plays between the visible and the invisible, and how the Christian church co-opted the affective impulse to reach diverse audiences to convince them of the certainty of the End.
Stevenson's essay reinforces the repetitions-the hauntings-that occur in theatre, often, as she argues, in unusual and not necessarily chronological ways. While the essays in this issue return to the past and to iterations of past performances, its two review essays play on a different type of repetition: a reiteration of theatre's driving of technological developments, as outlined in Essin's discussion of changes to lighting in theatre. Jill Dolan's performance review essay builds on her well-known Feminist Spectator blog, while Debra Caplan's book review essay addresses the topic of digital theatre resources. Caplan's essay marks a change in practice at Theatre Journal: given the preponderance of digital resources in our field, we would like to accommodate their review, as well as print books. We are pleased to make this possible in future issues.
-Joanne Tompkins
